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News series
The new hit NBC Comedy This Is Us we got an early renewal from the second and third seasons of
each of which is expected to consist of at least 18 new episodes. The plot revolves around a Comedy
drama there are people born in the same day. At the moment the total number of views the ﬁrst 10
episodes of the show amounted to 72 million on various parameters, the project is breaking all
possible records NBC. The show can be called successful, even before its premiere aired just prior the
trailer is scored 105 million views. Amazon took over the adaptation of the novel Good omens Good
Omens, a joint oﬀspring of the Nile Gamana American gods and the cult of the author in the genre of
ironic fantasy Terry Pratchett the Colour of magic. Fantasy with a humorous subtext will be a miniseries of 6 episodes which will air in 2018 for Prime Video. TNT renewed for a sixth season of 13
episodes of the popular crime drama of a Particularly serious crime Major Crimes. Recall that the ﬁrst
season of the series was ordered with a length of 10 episodes in the form of spinoﬀ to hit TNT
Bloodhound and from second to ﬁfth seasons of the drama has consistently received the extension for
the full episode 19-23. But in recent years the most serious crimes receive shorter renewal for 13
episodes each. However, the show gathers the largest audience for TNT. CBS has ordered a spinoﬀ of
the cult sitcom How I met your mother How I Met Your Mother which accordingly will be entitled How I
met your dad How I Met Your Dad. Peter Morgan, the Creator of the Crown, The Crown lifted the veil
of secrecy over the upcoming second season of the Netﬂix. Angel Bonnani Shots Fired Neil Jackson
Sleepy hollow Kara Theobold Downton Abbey Bruno Bichir Narco and Ralph Ineson Witches joined
Stan Katic and Patrick Hessinger in the project Absence Absentia. Shooting ten episodes of the crime
Thriller immediately ordered to the airwaves has already begun in Europe's premiere project is
expected this year. Projects HBO One night, The Night Of and True detective True Detective came to
the ﬁnish line on the way to renewal for next season. A little bit about what we learned about the
upcoming ﬁnal season pretty little liars Pretty Little Liars the ﬁnal 10 episodes which will begin
broadcast on April 18. Among other things, Marilyn king promised that viewers will learn something
about the Dilaurentis family that will do many unforgivable acts Alison at least understand. This
season, the Creator of the project FXX Man seeking woman Man Seeking Woman Simon rich has
planned big changes for their oﬀspring. And yet begin ﬁlming season 7 of the hit FX American horror
story American Horror Story channel has announced the extension of its revolutionary project of the
anthology of another two
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